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The terrorists had planned in

advance to make Colaba’s

Nariman Bhavan building

their hideout. After blazing a

trail of terror in South

Mumbai, they easily sneaked

into the building with their

ammunition. 

At Nariman Bhavan, the

hostages for six terrorists are

Rabbi Gavriel Holtzberg and

his wife. While NSG and

military Commandos were all

set throughout Thursday to flush out the terrorists, the risk to the hostages’ lives

kept them on the backfoot and made them wait until night. 

Sumit Supadia, who lives two blocks away from Nariman Bhavan, recounts

meeting eight-ten men, who were about to enter the building around 8 pm on

Wednesday night. Each had bulging haversacks and huge boxes in their hands.

Supadia said, “I was chatting with my friends in the evening, when we noticed

these boys carrying such huge bags. 

They said they were college students and the material was part of their college

project. They looked like college students, and once they began entering

Nariman Bhavan, none of us dared stop them as this building is very strict on

security and doesn’t allow non-Jews to loiter inside. The youngsters walked

inside calmly as the watchman too was not around.”

Supadia and his friends learnt later in the night that those haversacks and boxes

contained firearms and ammunition. “They must have divided the ammunition
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‘Officials had promised to go easy
on Yakub’ Mumbai

among themselves. They even told us that they were carrying a lot of food

supplies and bottled water, as they are not used to drinking Indian water or

food. When we enquired later, we learnt that they had purchased around 100 kg

of chicken, booze from wine shops and dry fruits, as their food supplies.” 

Samson Moses, 62, an ex-armyman and presently a systems and quality

consultant, is Holtzberg’s good friend and says that ‘Nariman’ or ‘Chabad House’

always has few flats empty for Israeli guests to use as a restroom when they visit

the city, as part of the Chabad organisation’s help for fellow Jews. 

“The Chabad house’s permanent residents are the Rabbi’s family, and the rest of

the flats are usually restrooms for Israeli guests. Even this time, it seems there

were two such guests who were stuck inside and later released by the terrorists.

These are definitely not Israeli militants, they would never harm a Rabbi

(priest),” Moses added, 

“It is highly probable that the baggage these boys carried on Wednesday night

were actually explosives. Also, there are loads of tin foods stocked inside one of

the rooms, which is almost like a food godown, especially made for Israeli guests

who halt here. 

By holding the Rabbi and his wife hostage, these terrorists want to strike terror

in the Jewish and the Israeli community, that are an integral part of the US

economy too.”
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